
 Tossups 

 1. This person is seen by the main character of a show training in a waterfall. That scene occurs during an arc in 
 which this person insists on helping the main character find the Bikochu Beetle. In that arc we also see this person 
 use the technique  (*) “Protective Eight Trigrams Sixty-Four  Palms”. Previously in that show, this character is beaten 
 up by her cousin and is almost killed but is saved at the last second. That cousin and this person both possess the 
 Byakugan. This person was a part of team 8 along with Kiba Inuzuka and Shino Aburame. For 10, points name this 
 character, who married Naruto. 
 -  Hinata  Hyuga 
 Prompt on Hyuga 

 2. Since a certain age this person has felt like someone else because he hung his original self. In middle school, one 
 of his teachers wanted to have sex with him. The only problem was that the teacher was a guy. A person in White 
 Castle asks for this person's autograph and he signs (*) “Dear Dave, thanks for the support, asshole”. If you see this 
 person’s dad, tell him that he slit his throat in a dream he had. This persons spits when he talks and fucks anythings 
 that walks. For 10 points, name this alter ego of the rapper Eminem. 
 -  Slim Shady  (Don't accept The Real Slim Shady) 
 Prompt on partial or Eminem 

 3. In Pokemon Emerald this pokemon can only be found using a super rod in sootopolis city. In Pokemon X,Y the 
 mega stone for this pokemon can be found in Couriway Town and the team flare boss uses a mega version of this 
 pokemon. In Pokemon Red, Blue, if you don't pick Charmander, then this pokemon will be used by the (*) 
 champion. In Pokemon Gold, Silver a shiny version of this pokemon can be found at the lake of rage. For 10 points, 
 name this evolution of magikarp. 
 -  Gyrados 

 4. The original opening credits of this show showed one of the main characters hugging his family and subsequently 
 checking a newspaper where the headline was different for each episode. In one episode of this show one of the 
 main characters accidentally erases 20 years of his wife's memory. In another episode of this show that character 
 bullies his son which prompts his son to call that character’s childhood bully, (*) Stelio Kontos, to get revenge on 
 him. That son and an alien in the show occasionally appear as Wheels and Legman. For 10 points, name this show 
 about the Smith family that live in Langley Falls. 
 -  American Dad 

 5. In Bloons Tower Defense 6, a tower of this profession is able to get the upgrade “Total transformation”. That 
 tower is able to throw potions and can be upgraded to give other towers a brew that buffs them. A person of this 
 profession turns his wife and daughter into chimeras to avoid losing his job as this profession. One of the most 
 famous people of this profession is the wizarding world, (*) Nicolas Flamel, created a philosopher’s stone. Another 
 person of this profession has their right arm and left leg made of automail. For 10 points, name this profession of 
 Edward Elric who is the Fullmetal one. 
 -  Alchemist 

 6. This number is the police telephone number in Greece. A show with exactly this number of episodes had this 
 number in its name and premiered on The CW. In that show this number of people are sent to (*) Earth to determine 
 whether it is inhabitable. A Netflix show that has this number in its name involves conducting experiments with this 
 number of people. This number is the record number of points scored by a single player in an NBA game. For 10 
 points, name this number that is the sum of the first nine prime numbers. 
 -  100 



 7. Gibby Norton created a giant worm to impress this character. In one movie this character is possessed by a witch 
 and terrorizes the town of Erie Pointe. In that movie this character is portrayed by the actress Haley Kiyoko. This 
 character’s younger sister, Madelyn, is a student at the (*) Wherlin Merlin’s Academy of Magic. In Scooby Doo! 
 Mystery Incorporated Hot Dog Water says this character is the only real friend she has ever had. For 10 points, name 
 this character who is usually portrayed wearing a baggy orange turtleneck and a red pleated skirt. 
 -  Velma  Dinkley 

 8. This pokemon’s base stat total is 377. If this pokemon is holding a stick it’s critical hit ratio is raised by 2 stages. 
 In Pokemon HeartGold and SoulSilver, you receive HM01 Cut as a gift for retrieving 2 of these pokemon in (*) Ilex 
 Forest. In Vermillion City, you can trade either a pidgey or a spearow (depending on which game you’re playing) for 
 this pokemon. The Galarian form of this pokemon is a pure fighting type and evolves into Sirfetch'd. For 10 points, 
 name this pokemon that holds a leek. 
 -Farfetch’d 

 9. Snoop Dog released one of these in October of 2018. Darra Goldstein, the founder of  Gastronomica,  wrote  one of 
 these pieces which has the words “Fire” and “Ice” in its title. On his youtube channel Greg Doucette usually 
 promotes his Ultimate Anabolic (*) one of these pieces. Gordon Ramsey wrote one of these named  In the Heat  of 
 the Kitchen  . For 10 points, name this type of piece  which refers to a book of recipes. 
 -Cookbook 

 10. Interestingly, Kakashi is seen using this technique while climbing up a cliff. To save his son, one person uses this 
 technique to fight the Seven Swordsmen of the Mist. In that battle he manages to kill 4 of those sword wielders. That 
 son is able to perform (*) Hirudora while using this technique and was declared the strongest taijutsu user by 
 Madara Uchiha. That son also allows his student to use this technique when fighting Gaara during the Chunin Exam. 
 For 10 points, name this technique where one can access more of their body’s chakra. 
 -Opening any one of the eight gates 

 11. The beginning of this music video for this song shows a bottle of whiskey with the artist’s face on it and the 
 name of the song above it. In that music video the artist is also seen cutting meat with a chainsaw, throwing up lego 
 bricks, and shooting a rocket launcher. The artist of this song says (*) “half eaten cheeto” right before being knocked 
 out by Mike Tyson. The artist then begins the “fast verse” of the song that starts with “Fill 'em with the venom, and 
 eliminate 'em Other words, I Minute Maid 'em”. For 10 points, name this song by Eminem named after a fictional 
 Japanese monster. 
 -Godzilla 

 12. At the end of this film a person says “Gentlemen, this is why the CIA is no place for a woman.” Right after that 
 a different person breaks Emma out of a vault to recruit her to his team. That person’s mother is killed when he fails 
 to move a (*) coin. In another scene in this film two people approach a person portrayed by Hugh Jackman and he 
 replies to them “Go fuck yourself”. Those two people are Charles Xavier and Erik Lensherr. A portion of the plot of 
 this film shows Erik and Charles teaming up to find others like them. For 10 points, name this film in which mutants 
 team up to  defeat Shaw and prevent WW3 from occurring. 
 -X-Men: First Class 



 13. In High School DxD of these mythical creatures is named Yasaka and is able to change between her human form 
 and her form of this creature. In the Pokemon Episode, “Riddle Me This”, Ash faces off against a gym leader who 
 sends out a pokemon based on this mythical creature as his first pokemon. That pokemon defeats squirtle using the 
 move “Fire Spin”. The League of Legends champion, (*) Ahri is one of these creatures. One of its most famous 
 portrayals is sealed in a baby after it attacks the village hidden in the leaves. That sealing was done by Minato 
 Namikaze into his son Naruto Uzumaki. For 10 points, name these creatures that appear in Chinese literature and 
 mythology. 
 -Nine-Tailed Fox or (Kyuubi no Kitsune) 
 Prompt on partial 

 14. Avery Ho, a member of the Justice League of China, is one of these people. One of these people aged at 
 hyperspeed while his clone's development was the exact opposite. In the Lazarus Contract, Deathstroke captures one 
 of these people and attempts to make him save his son. That person was one of the founding members of the Teen 
 Titans along with Robin, Aqualad, Speedy, Wonder Girl, and Omen. In one movie, a person admits to making it 
 seem like one of these people (*) nutted at just a woman’s touch. That person, Eobard Thawne, was the “Reverse” 
 one of these people. For 10 points, name these people that can access the speed force who have shared this name. 
 -Flash 
 Prompt of people with super speed or speedsters or equivalents 

 15. When one version of this product was first announced in 2020, memes were immediately made of this product in 
 its case looking like a bra. While in that case this product enters an ultra-low-power state that preserves charge. 
 When another version of this product was first announced, memes were immediately made of this version looking 
 like a (*) peashooter and a bellsprout. That version was the pro version of this product. A popular meme trend 
 involved photoshopping this product onto people because people who use this product can’t hear people who are 
 broke. For 10 points, name these wireless bluetooth devices designed by Apple. 
 -Airpods 
 Accept any version of airpods 

 16. One boss in this video game says “You test the patience of a GOD!” right before a phase referred to as 
 “patience” that lasts for roughly 30 seconds. In the dungeon that boss appears in you also fight a different boss who 
 summons the minions Inferno and Blizzard. In a different dungeon if you face a specific boss, then you might have 
 to go through a phase known as (*) “miasma” which is considered one of the hardest phases in this game. If you 
 defeat that boss then you get to fight a boss which says “Kneel to your ruler! My strength is without equal!” before 
 one of the most famous phases in this game known as “celestial”. That boss is known as Oryx 3. For 10 points, name 
 MMORPG where players team up to defeat Oryx. 
 -Realm of the Mad God (RotMG) 

 17.  While recovering from a concussion in the hospital one teenage player of a certain game created one of the most 
 popular types of this technique. That form involves flipping backward to generate a lot of power. Another type of 
 this technique in that game pokes fun at the namesake streamer being notorious for missing this mechanic by hitting 
 the crossbar. Those types of this technique are known as the (*) Musty and Athena types. The normal type of this 
 mechanic involves getting the ball on the hood of the car and then front flipping which would (ideally) launch the 
 ball into the goal. For 10 points, name this basic rocket league technique. 
 -Flick 
 Accept answers involving flick 



 18. A person with eyes that are this color obtained a piano after he was exposed to black blood. That person attends 
 a school founded by Death, and is partnered with Maka. The power forward of Seirin High’s basketball team has 
 eyes that glow this color when he enters the zone. Another person with eyes that are this color is named after a scar 
 on his face and received a (*) tattooed arm from his brother which he uses to kill people. A group, originating from 
 Meteor City, massacred a clan to steal their eyes of this color. It is one of Kurapika’s goals to reclaim those eyes. 
 The kekkei genkai of the Uchiha clan are eyes that black and this color. For 10 points, name this eye color which is 
 common in anime? 
 -  Red 
 Accept different shades of red 

 19. One of these creatures is made of organic pale green crystals and is able to fire crystals from its hands and grow 
 crystal constructs from its body. That one wears a uniform that is black on the right half and white on the left half. 
 Another one of these has a blue and black striped tail and black orbs on its feet. That one wears a black helmet that 
 has a protective visor and is able to move very quickly. Another one of these creatures is composed of super hot 
 plasma, is covered in volcanic rocks and is named (*) Heatblast. That one was the first one discovered by a person 
 who uses a watch-like device to turn into these creatures. For 10 points, name these creatures that Ben Tennyson is 
 able to transform into using the Omnitrix. 
 -Aliens  from Ben 10 

 20. When this person was nine years old he was saved from an animal in Snakebeech Forest by one of his father’s 
 students. While fighting the killer of that student this person's arm is ripped off but he then uses that arm to finish off 
 that killer. Some time after that battle this person’s best friend rescues his sister to heal him. While in a battle this 
 person stutters while naming his strongest move. This causes him to name that move (*) “Jajanken”. That character 
 also uses that move to defeat Genthru while playing the game “Greed Island”, a game which his father was the lead 
 designer of. This person’s aunt, Mito, allows him to take the Hunter Exam after he catches the Master of the Swamp. 
 For 10 points, name this person who is the son of Ging, and is Killua’s best friend. 
 -  Gon  Freecss 

 21. In one song by XXXTetacion he says he took one of these people to Starbucks. Bill Burr joked about these 
 people while on SNL saying that he never heard so much complaining in his life from these people. Iggy Azalea, 
 Kreayshawn, and Dessa are rappers who are also part of this group of people. The term (*) “PAWG” refers to one of 
 these people with a “Phat Ass” and if these people only date black men they are referred to as snowbunnies. Becky 
 and Karen are memes that, for 10 points, usually refer to what group of humans. 
 -  White Women 
 Can accept other equivalents in place of white and women. 


